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INTRODUCTION 

For elastic, straight, singie-spall beams 01' eanlilev"n" Ow slli .. ll def:(;c
tlons and rotations may be calculated using tile well-known conjugate beam 
method2,3,4;o;e;7,S,1! which is expressed' in the so-called lIIohr's "theorems. 
ItR origin dates to the paper by O. Mohr,lO and the concept of conjugate beam 
was also introduced by H. F. B. Miiller-Breslau. 11 

In principle, this method is based on the formal analogy between the geom
etry of small deformations and equilibrium of internal forces. In view of a 
simple calculation allowed by this met.hod, further developments yielded suc-
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of the copyrighted Journal of the Structural Di,'\sion, Proceedings of the American 
Society of Ch-U Engineers, Vol. S2, No. STJ, June, 195G. ~lanuscrlpt was submitted for 
review for possible publication on December 8, 1964. 
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cessh·e g-eneralizations. They are represented, for instance, by the moment
area method,12,13,14 the method of elastic weights (fictitious loads), or the 
string poln;on method,15 the method of fictitious equilibrium conditions,16 
and the conjugate frame method,I7 which has been also extended for certain 
space frames. I8 . 

The complete force-deformation conjugate analogy for structures consist
ing of one-dimensional members (bars or beams), however, has not, to the 
writer's knowledge, been published. This is the purpose of the present pal)er 
in which the conjugate analogy will be generalized for bars, beams, and struc
tures of arbitrary shape (including curved bars) and with arbitrary supports, 
connections, and joints; for tension and shear; for inelastic material; fOf 
thin-walled bars wit.'"' rigid cross sections that are allowed to warp longitudi':' 
nally; and for the cases of elastic (nonrigid) restraints, supports and con-
nections, and plastic hinges. ' 

At the same time, a brief, intuitive, and simple way of derivation, using 
integral vector equations, will be presented, and some new possibilities fOl: 
practical use will be shown. The conjugate correspondence between all 
kinematically possible types of supports and connections will be studied in 
detail. 

ASSUMPTIONS AND SCOPE 

The analYSis will be concerned only with structures, consisting of mem
bers that can be mathematically treated as one-dimensional. This definition 
includes bars and beams of arbitrary shape (e. g" curved beams), frames, 
arches, lattices, girder grillages, etc. The idealization, understood in the 
term one-dimensional members, consists of the fact that the members may 
be replaced by their axes and cross sections corresponding to the points o{ 
the axis-the cross sections being cOlll"idered absolutely rigid (in their planes), 
These members maybe subjected to bendin~, torsion, shear, and tension or COIll

pression, and their deformation is fully described by three rotation components 
resulting in vector. r;>, and three displacement components resulting in veetor, 
ii, at each cross section. This idealization requires that the dimension oc the 
crass sections be sufficiently small with respect to the length of bar and 
also with respect to the curvature radius of the axis of the bar (except for 
apexes at broken a..'Cis bars). According to this definition, the analysis will 
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be concerned not only with bars, rods, and beams of massive cross sedi?n, 
b t also to thin-walled bars (straight and curved) with a ril;ld cross sectlOn 

u bjected to warping with open as wen as closed proiUe. 
su The type of stre~s-stl'ain law (elastic, nonlinear elastic, viscoelastic, 
plastic, etc.) is not decisive. Only small deflections and rotations are con-

sidered subsequently. 

ANALOGY OF SMALL DE FORMA TION GEOMETRY WITH 
EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS 

The axial vector of relative rotation of t~o adjacent cross section!! at ; 
small distance, ds, along the bar axis equals k ds,.1n which s == the lenl:th ot 
the bar axis. This defines the change of curvature, k, of the bar, correspond
ing to its deformation (with respect to its initial curvature before deforma
tion). The direction of the axial vector is always clockwise, The components 
of k in the local cartesian system, x, y, z, with the z-axis tangent to the axis 
of the bar (in the sense of increasings), are the bending curvatures, kx and 
k" and the torsional curvature or ,specific angle of twist, kz' The relative 
dlsplacemcnt of two adjacent sections in the d!!ection of the bar axis, or per
pendicular to it, wlll be designated '( ds or 'Y ds. This defines_the. sP(lclflc 
elongation (extension) £, the bar In its axis and the shear angle, 'Y, WIth com-

ponents, Yx and yy. - -
Starting from the given rotation, 4>0' and displacement, ~, in a certain bar 

cross section with coordinate, so, and summing the contributions of all ele
ments, ds, of the bar, the rotations and displacements at an arbitrary aoss 
section, s, of the bar may be expressed as 

and 

;- (s) .. ~ + J s k (5') ds' + ~~, (1) , , , " , , , • , (1) 
o \ 

u + 
o 

So 

+ fS[,(s'> + y(s'>] ds' + ~\; x [r(s) -r(s(1)){ + L:V(i)" (2-
1 1 ( i) \ i 

So 

in which )( = the vector product (the system of three vecto~s k, r (s), and 
_ r( S') and their product form a right-hand system). TIle radiUS vecl.0r .,!>C til( 
points of the bar axis with respect to the given origin is designated by l' == r( 5) j 
vectors I/J() denote the relative rotation in elaslic hinges or end constraint~ 
or in piastlb hinges; vectors, V( i)' represent lhe relative displacement in ar 
elastic (or plastic) connection or end sUPl)Ortj and s' represents the int{'gra
tion variable in contrast to the upper limit, s, of the integral. 

Consider the conjugate bar, the equllibrium of which should be anal.(.gouE 
to the deformation of the given bar. All quantities concerning the conjugate 
bar are denoted by an asterisk, •. 

The equilibrium conditions of an unsupported part of the bar between the 
sections So and s require that 
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p·(s') ds' - "p. (3) ~ (i)' .•..••.• 
1 

- r(s'}]f ds' - fS ii'i .(s,) ds' 
s o 

- r(S(i})]f - ~C(i)."""" (4) 

iR which S· and M'" = the resultant force and the resultant moment in the 
cross section, respectively. The components of M'" in the local cartesian 

I 
~ 
y 

FIG. I.-LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM OF BAR CROSS SECTION 
INTERNAL FORCES, ROTATIONS. AND DISPLACE:\IENTS • 

system x, y, z are the bending moments Mx and My about the x-y axes and the 
torsional moment (torque) Mz abo!!,t the tangent, z; the internal for;e, S., is 
the resultant of the shear force, T·, perpendicular to the bar axis and with 
components Sx· = Tx*, Sy· = T y·, and of the normal force, N, in thedirec-

tion of the bar axis, S"" = T'" + N "'; the vectors S • and 1\1 • = the force and 
t · t' - - 0 0 momen m sec lOn, so' respectively; p" and m. = the specific load vector and 

the specific moment vector, respectively; and vectors p. and C. = the con
centrated loads and the concentrated loading couples (moments). 
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For internal forces Sand 1\1 in the given bar, the same relationships as 
Eqs. 3 and 4 apply. The posUlve sense of the internal forces will be dE!ter
mined by the way that the vectors of internal forces acting 011 the part of bar 
behind the section (e. g., in the sense of decreasing s) coincide with the di
rection of the x-y-z axes (Fig. 1). 

For straight and circular bars. sometimes another sign convention is used, 
and some terms in Eqs. 1 to 6 have another sign. 

Comparing Eqs. 1 and 2, and 3 and 4, their formal analogy is obvious. In 
this analogy, the quantities 

p "', iii., S·, 1\1., p., and C· ............. ( Sa) 

correspond to the quantities 

-k, - ( E + y), "i, ;;-, - ~ and -v ........... ( 5b) 

This is the simple basis of the conjugate analogy between the deformations and 
the internal forces of one-dimensional members. 

Eqs. 1 and 2 represent the integral expressions for thtl deformations, I:q. 2 
determines the so-called -deflection line." jj:qs. tand 4 give the integ!f.l ex
pressions for the internal forces. U values 1/1 and u or values M· and S' arc 
given, these equations, on the contrary, represent the integral equation" for 
K, y, and"£ or p and m. 

The analytical expression for r = r( s) (i.e., for the bar axis) being kr.own, 
the integral equations (Eqs.l and2) may be replaced by equivalent differe·nUal 
equations. This is done by differentiating successively Eqs. 1 and 2 or :J anel 
4 at which in the differentiated equations, the same integrals as in Eqs. 1 anel 
2 and 3 and 4 reproduce, and can be then eliminated from the system of orig
inal equations and their derlvates, to a certain order.19 

These differential equations of deformation, as well as the differential equa
tions of equilibrium, can be derived directly, considering the deformation or 
the equilibrium of an element, ds, of the member. This is the usual proce
dure. For differential equations of equillbrium, this is the simplest method, 
but for differential deformation equations, this method is complicated (for 
curved bars) because of the nonlinearity of deformation geometry and co~·reCI 
neglecting of nonlinear terms (linearization). 

Therefore, one possible way of making use of the conjul~ateanalogy pre:sentr 
itself. Along with the integral equations, Eqs. 1, 2 and Eqs. 3, 4, the differ
ential equations of deformation and of equilibrium must also be conjugHtcd. 
Hence, by interchanging, in the dUferential equilibrium equations, the quanti
ties according to Eq. 5, the differential geometric equations for small de
formation are directly obtained. 

Example I.-To demonstrate this, consider a circular curved bar, Ule ra
dius of the bar axis being R, and the x-axis of the sections being directed tn 
the center of the circle (I ri = R = const.). Neglecting the influence of :; 
(in which case the equations for 'Yx and 'Yy are not independent and are thus 
surplus), Eqs. 1 and 2 take in their components, the form 

19 Bazant, Zs P., "Nonuniform Torsion of Thin-Walled Bars With Variable Section, 
Publications-l'olemoires-Abhandiungen, lnternatl. Assn. for Bridges and StruC!tural 
Engrg •• Zurich, 1965. 
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·s s - s· s 
9 (s) 9z + I k cos ds' + I k sin 

s - s· 
ds' ... (Sa) z z R x ~ 

0 s s 
0 0 

s 
s - s' ds' 

s 
u
x

( s) Ux RI k sin - I ( sin s - s' 
ds' .... ( 6b) y R -R"" 

0 s s 
0 0 

• u (s) 
y u

Yo 
T R ~s \ sin s ~ s' ds' _ R ~s kz(l-COS s~s')dS' .. (Sc) 

and u (s) z 

o 0 

u
zo 

- n ~s ky(l-COS s-ns') ds' + ~s ( 
o 0 

cos s - s' -n-- ds' .•. (Sd) 

The integral equations of equilibrium are conjugated with them according to 
Eq. 5 and need not to be introduced. Writing the first and second derivatives 
oi these equations with respect to s and eliminating the integrals from them, 
the following differential geometric equations for small deformations are ob
tained: or 

and 

and 

k 
Y 

k z 

( = 

do 
z 

ds 

du z 
ds 

f!lz 
+ R ................. (7a) 

du z 
R dS ................ (7b) 

1 c1uy 
- R ds ........... (7c) 

u 
x - Ii· .................. (7d) 

Eqs.7 can be more easily obtained (by interchanging the quantities, according 
to Eq. 5) from the following well-known differential equilibrium equations: 

d2~r 
y 

- ds 2--Px 
N R .................. (8a) 

d
2

111 d:vI 

Py 
X 

--')-

c1S-
+ _ z ............. (8b) 

R ds 

'1 'z 
cr.\: 

:::i~ •••••••••••••••• t.::; \.: 
d:\ 
::< • H 

... 
'. 

... ·:kh TC:·!':llt directly from the equilihrlum cor.dlllnn!' nf lr.e ~ \t:,mo::r.t d!' of tb 
bar. 20 

To make this ana\o:;y compll'te. It Is nece~sary to examine the conjugalt: 
boul:d:u-y cor.ditions, i.e., to determine the support or conneLtlon (joint) Cf)Ii

ditions of the bar or structure that will correspond in the same way to the 
given support or connection conditions. These corresponding supports and 
connections will be called conjugate supports and conjugate connections. Thc· 
bar, beam, or structure with conjugate supports and conllections will be I:alle!l 
a conjugate bar, conjugate beam, or conjugate structure . 

DETERMINATION OF CONJUGATE SUPPORTS AND CONNECTIOt':S 

The action of support or connection on bars with rigid sections may b, 
mathematically described by kinematic or static conditions, both cone.ltion, 
being equivalent. 

All unsupported rigid section of a bar has six degrees of kinematic Creedal' 
that may be represented by three noncoplanar rotation components and thrc, 
noncoplanar displacement components. The same is true for relative rota 
tions and displacements of two different bar scctions. 

Any support or connection may be kinematically determined by Ule unl 
vectors of rotation and displacement, III the sense of which the rolation or lh 
9.ispiacement is prevented (i.e., not allowed). These unit veclors arc ;;p ar: 
ar, respectively. Possible values of their Indices, p, and r, al"e, 1,2, or : 
Simultaneously, the unit vectors Op and ar represent statically these comp(J 
nents of reaction moment and reaction force, respectively, which can be tram 
mltted by the support or connection under consideration. 

Conversely, any suppo~ or c2.nnectioll may also be kinematically repr< 
sented by the unit vectol'S 0 q and as of free rotation or displacement which I 

allowed (i.e., not prevented) by them. 
Consider now a support at an intermediate cross section of the bar [Fig: 

2( a) and 2( c)] that can transmit Ule components of moment and force whi, 
are given by the unit vectors Op and ae. From continuity of thebar ill the SUI 

port section 

~ , and u ; , • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . (: 
o 0 0 

!!t which 00 and ~o correspond to the nearest section at one side and (~o' al 
u 0' correspond to the neal'cst section at the oUler side of the support. T: 
kinematic conditions of this support arc 

o . 0 = 0 and u a = 0 ....••••.••.. ( 1 
o P 0 r 

in ',,·hich the dots Indicate the scalar \'cctor products. 
111(: ("1ui\"aient equilibrium conditions are 

~1 
() 

() 
q 

~, 
o 

o • 
q 

"nd So 
a 

s 
s· 

o as' ....... ( ! 
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In which ;;q and as = the uJlit vectors of free rotations and displacenk:-.:~, 
respectively (q t p; p,q = 1, 2, 3; s t r; and S,r " 1, 2, ~). 

In place oi an intermediate support of the actual bar: consider a connection 
of two parts of the conjugate bar such that its unit vectors Os and aq of pre
vented relative rotation or displacement, i. e., its components of reaction 

(a) 

,~!I!':'lili'i;"'I!ilt~ 
I, .j : It I .\ " • " 11'1" 

(c) 

"Ii""':''''''''''~''''''''h!il''hl;' 
(e) 

FIG. 2.-EXAMP{,ES OF CONJUGATED STRUCTURES 

moments and forces, coincide with the unit vectors of displacement or rotation 
respectively, which are allowed by the intermediate support of the actual ba!'. 
Because the connected parts of the bar have no support in the section ~f 
connection 

s .. S'" and M • ,. iii .' ............... ( 12) 
'0 0 0 0 
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'r.'.(' equilibrium conditions of this connection are 

5" . 0 = 0 and M" . -a = 0 ( 13) p r' ............ .. 

in v,'hlch Op and ar :; the unit vectors of enabled free relative displacement 
and rotation, respectively, coinciding with the wlil vectors of prevented rota
tion and displacement in the intermediate support of the actual bar consld'~red 
previously. The equivalent kinematic conditions of this connection are 

u •. a "u.· . a and;- •• 0' :; -:.. • 0 ( 14) o q 0 q 0 8 '1"0 s·····, 

Comparing Eqs. 9 to 11 with Eqs. 12 to 14 (or both sides of Table 1), It Is ob
vious that the connection being studied is conjugated to the intermediate BUp-

TABLE l.-CONJUGATE CORRESPONDENCE OF SUPPORTS AND CONNECTIONS 

Intermediate support of a bar 

Unit vectors of reactioD moment 
aud force 

kinematic conditions ..... 
o 0 

;; .;;, 
o 0 

equivalent equlllbrium conditions 

M . 0 = M' . (; o q 0 q, 

s . a =s' . a o S 0 S 

COM8ctloDS of two parts 01 a bar 

Unit VQctors of reaction moment 
and force 

os' aq 

q " p; p,q ,. 1,2,3 

Ii ; r; r,i. .. 1,2,3 

equUibrlum conditions 

S • = s.! o 0 

M • = M .' o 0 

S· . 0" = 0 o p 

M ... ;: = 0 
o I' 

equlvalont kinematic conditions 

; •• C; =u •.. o 
o q 0 q' 

.0· . is " .0·'· as 

port under consideration, because all their conditions mutually corl'es;>ond . 
the same manner as Eqs. 1 and 2, and 3 and 4. It is also evident that Ule co; 
jugate relation is reciprocal, i.e., that thls intermediate support is conjuga 
to this connectlon. ! 

An end support (support at the end of the bar, connecting it to a rigid foUl 
dation) may be treated as a special case (Jo'tgs. 2 and 3). Slmllar conditiol 
are obtained in which 

9' =u' "OandS.' .. M·' =0 (I o 0 0 0 ••••••••••• 

()l'-.·I()l!~ly. the end support has again an end support for Its conjugate. 
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(a) 

(c) 

p 

~ ~~ -dj-
(e) 

• June, 1966 

. (b) 

(d) 

p 

FIG. 3.-EXAMPLES OF SIMPLE CONJUGATED STRUCTURES 
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Furthermore, the case of a multlple Joint in which three or more bars are 
meeting must be examined.l Fig. 4(a) 1. If the connection of the ends of bars 
in a multiple joint is rigid [the restraint, Fig. 4(a) 1, the equations 

; =;. ..; It and; r::; I .. ;.. • •••••••• (16a) 
o 0 0 0 0 0 

are vaUd, in which Uo, uo', ii"o" I etc., denote the displacements at the ends of 
individual bars. The corresponding equations (or the conjugated Joint would 
be 

s .. S· = S II and M .. M' == Mit .......... ( 16b) 
o 0 0 0 0 0 

It is clear that such a connection of bars cannot be realized. For determining 
the deformations of the structure, however, it is not necessary to find the con-

(a) 

lilllllj!ii!illil\l:!i;llilji:I'llhIJiJil!!!II:lilll!!l or 

(b) 

1I111111111!lllllllllilll_i!lllllllli!111I 
or ~ 

1I!1!1I11!11II11~ 

ml!llIIl!III"!!I~~ (e) 

11I1II1111I1I1!11!I!IIIIIIIIIIiIlIl!ll1 or~ 

FIG. 4.-EXAMPLES OF CONJUGATE JOINTS, CONNECTIONS, 
AND SUPPORTS 
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jugate of the entire structure, and ollly one of each of the latter double equa
tions will be sufficient, that is, either 

s = S I and M = M I or S S II and M M" .... ( 16c) o 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 

Thus. the actual multiple joint must be primarily reduced to a connection of 
only two bars. i.e., to one continuous bar or the so-called "bar (or beam) cir
cuit" that runs continuously through the jOint section. TIlis is done by cutting 
off the arbitrarily chosen redundant bars from the multiple joint. Then it is 
possible to determine the conjugates for the bar circuits obtained this way. 
For all bar circuits that can be cut off in various ways from the actual struc
ture, the conjugate internal forces in the same section produced by conjugate 
loads (1.e., the deformations of actual structure) must be equal. This may 
serve also as a check of the internal force distribution in redundant structures. 

In the latter case, the determination of the conjugate structure is not WIique. 
The term "conjugated structure," as used herein, indicates the set of con
jugates to all the bar circuits that may be cut off from the actual structure. 

Finally, the combined case of support-connection may occur, in which the 
support is situated (theoretically) directly in the connection of bars l Fig. 
2(a)1. In this case, the support may be treated as if lying in the nearest (in
fInitely near) adjacent section of the connection. Thus .it follows that the con
jugate may be determined as for the independent support and the connection 
exIsting separately. 

U the support is situated directly in the multiple joint of three or more 
bars, the redundant bars must be primarily cut off, which can be done in an 
arbitrary combination, as mentioned previously l Fig.4(b) ]. 

When, at an intermediate bar section, the end of another bar is non rigidly 
connected l Fig. 4 (c) 1. the joint can be treated in the same way as the pre
viouslyexamined rigid jOint of three beams wi th the nonrigid connection situ
ated in the nearest adjacent section. U all three bars are nonrigidly connected 
in the joint, two of them can be arbitrarily chosen to form the continuous bar 
circuit-the third bar being regarded as a bar connected with the Circuit. 

THEOREM OF CONJUGATE ANALOGY 

The preceding results lead t/? the following theorem: 

The rotation vector, rp, and displacement vector, ;, at any section of the 
given bar I beam, or structure conSisting of bars is equal to the internal force, 
S., or to the internal moment, !Vi., produced in the same section of the con
jugate bar or structure by the conjugate specific loads, p., by the conjugate 
~ecific loadi.ng mopents, m·, and b~,the conjugate concentrated forces, 
I'1) "', a~d couples, C(t) "'. The loads, p., are equal to t!!.e curvature change 
vectors, k, at the actual structure; the loading moments, m·, are equal to the 
sums of the spes.Hic elongations, (t-and of the shear angles, y; and the con
centrated loads, P (1) ., and couples, C( i) ., are equal to the relative rotations, 
~ ( i), and relative displacements, V( i)' in the nonrigid restraints, supports, 
connections, plastic hinges, etc. 

The conjugate bar or structure is determined by replacing all supports and 
ionnections (joints) with their conjugates. The conjugate to an intermediate 
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FUPl>ort of a bar is a connection (joint) of two parts of the bar. and vice versa 
whereas in the conjugate correspondence the conjugate to each axis of allowed 
O .. e.. free. not prevented) rotation is a WIit vector of reaction force (too e., 
a.'us of prevented displacement) • and the conjugate to each a."ds of allowed dis
placement is a WIlt vector of reaction moment (i.e., axis of prevented rota
tion). and vi.ce versa. As a special case, it follows that an cnd support 
corresponds m the same manner to the given end support of bar. 

Having used vector notation, !! is n2.t nece~sary to repeat the same state-
ment for each component of' or u and S· or p,f·(T T N M M M r x' y. , x, y. z co -
respond to kx' ky, kt. Ux. Uy, uz) . 

ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF CONJUGATED 
SUPPORTS AND CONNECTIONS 

. According to the number of degrees of freedom-I.e., the number of unit 
vectors of free rotation and displacement-various kinematic types of supports 
and connections may be distinguished. Each type may be characterized by the 
number, na , of prevented degrees of freedom in rotation (prevented I'otation 
components) that coincides with the number of reaction moment components 
and by the number, na. of prevented degrees of freedom in displacemen~ 
(prevented displacement components), which is equal to the number of reac
hon force components. 

The possible values of na or na are 0, I, 2, and 3. so that the number of all 
possible types of kinematic supports or connections is 4 X 4 .. 16. Among 
t?ese types, four types of supports exist. each of which has two different modi
fications; these are the cases for which na and n have the values 1 or 2 
because in this case one direction is characteriSti~ for rotation and one i~ 
characteristic for displacement; so that it depends on whether these direc
tions are Ca) parallel or (b) concurrent (perpendicular). 

The conjugate to a support or connection of type (na, na) Is, according to 
the preceding theorem, a connection or support of the type 

n • = 3 - nand n • = 3 - n ( 17) a a a a .......... . 

with the total number of prevented degrees of freedom equal to 6 - na _ n . 
Four types of supports or connections exist, the conjugate of which are tge 

connections or supports of the same type. Evidently. these are supports at 
which nO' + na = 3 (namely, the types nO' = 0, na = 3 and n a = 3, na = 0 and 
further the types, each with two modifications, n~ = 1 II .. 2 and n "2 
na = 1. ... 'a a, 

All possible types of supports and connections with their conjugates are 
presented in Table 2. The axes - indicate the unit vectors of reaction 
forces and the axes ---+-+ indicate the unit vectors of reaction moments which 
can be transmitted by the support or connection. At the same time, an axo
nomctric schemattzlltion with help of hinged bars is given. As shown, lhis 
schematization becomes rather complicated for certain space SUPPOl"ts or 
connections. 

An important case is, for instance, the fixed end (a restraint) (n .. n 
'" 3), which is conjugated with the free end (n .. n .. 0) [~. a- 2(d)a 
3(a~, 3(c), 3(~), 3(e), 3(1), and 3(g)]. The hlng~d ba~ support If~·O' = 0; 
na - 1) is conjugated with WIiaxial hinge (articulation), (nO".. 2, na" 3). 
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TABLE 2.-ALL KINEMATIC TYPES OF SPACE SUPPORTS OR CONNECTIONS WITH 
THEIR CONJUGATES 

o 0 

2 o 1 

3 o 2 

4 o 3 

5 1 0 

6a 

I I 

6b 

7. 

I 2 

7b 

8 2 0 

9a 

2 I 

9b 

10 3 0 

Support or connection 

Reaction 
scheme 

t 

L 
J-

Hinged bar 
scheme 

I 

J\ 

~ 

--4 

{L1~ 
{
/L 

b 
L J1 

{/[ ~~ 
/L lit 

3 3 

2 3 

1 3 

dillo 

3 2 

Connection or supporl 

Reaction 
scheme 

Hinged bar 
scheme 

~tL~ cbl6 

J~ ~ IS 

,.~)- ~14 

ditto 

13 ~)L 
22 {JI ~ '" 
?L~ LID 12b 

{ 

dillo .,. J ---rr 

J--~ 3 I 11 

{ 

dillo 

.,. -7'-

ditto ditto 
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[ Figs. 2( a), 2(b), and 2( c) 1. The point support (na = 0, na = 3) is con
lugated with the sphere hinge (Cardan joint, triaxial hinge), (na = 0, na = 3), 
lFigs. 2(a), 3(a), 3(b), and 3W, etc.]. 

RELATION OF DEFORMATIONS AND INTERNAL FORCES 

For structural analysis, it is necessary to introduce the~t~ss-strain law 
and the corresponding relationships between internal forces S, M and deforma
tions, k, E,:; under certain deformation hypotheses. 

Massive Elastic Bars.-For bending and tension of massive elastic bars, 
assuming that the cross sections after deformation remain plane and per
pendicular to the axis of bar, 

and 

M 
kx = E: .•..........•....• (18) 

x 

M 
ky = ~ ••••••••.••••.•••• (19) 

€ .. ENF .•••.•...••••...•.• (20) 

in which E = the elastic modulus, F .. the area of section, and Ix, Iy = the 
pri.ncipal centroldal moments of inertia of the cross section. For Saint
Venant's pure (simple) torsion in which the influence of normal strain is 
neglected, 

M 
k" z •............•...• (21) 

z G Ik 

in which G .. the shear modulus and I k = the moment of inertia in pure torsior., 
according to ::aint-Venant. These equations also apply approximately for 
closed (box) thin-walled profiles, in which Ik is given by Bredt's formula~l. 

If the effect of shear forces cannot be neglected, i.e., if the section after 
deformation is not perpendicular to the bar axis, the relationships 

T 
= __ x_ and." "'x G F Y x 

T 
-y
G Fy 

in which F x or F y = the reduced area of section, must be considered. 
Curved Elastic Tllill-Walled Bars trill! Rigid Cross Seclioll.-For thhl

walled bars, it is necessary to consider the effect of normal strain in torsicn. 
i.e., the so-called bending-torsion (or nonuniform torsion, warping torsion) 
at which rotation is accompanied by the longitudinal warping of cross sec
tions. For the torsion of open as well as of closed profiles, Umankiy's as
sumption may be adopted that the warping (longitudinal displacements) has 
the same distribution in the section as for pure torsion. This is idP~tical, at 
open profiles, with Wagner's assumption of zero shear straIn in the mi~dle 
surface of walls. Then, for open profiles of constant cross sectlon,20 when 
(I).,. .. 0), instead of Eq. 21, 
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d
2
k 

z 

ds
2 

M=GIk-EI 
Z k z w ••••....•••.• (23) 

For bars of variable open cross section that are symmetrical with respect to 
the y-axis, a similar normal strain distribution, as in the case of constant 
section, may be assumed. Then, instead of independent Eqs. 19 and 21, the 
following system of simultaneous equations for open profiles is19 

Mz -- d~ (E Iwx ky + E Iw ::z) + G \ kz ....... (24a) 

dk 
and My "' Ely ky + E Iwx dS

Z 
•••••••••••• (24b) 

For bars of one-cell or two-cell closed section (box section) symmetrical 
with respect to the y-axis, under the same assumptions,19 

M = J dd (- Elk + E Id dK) - G 1 K •••••• ( 25a) z ~ s wx y w s K 

and M E I k E I dK 
.•. (25b) y y y wx ds .................. 

k M Ik 
in which z + _z_ and 1 .......... (26) K = - II :; -/I GI 1 p p 

in which I w I Wx' and Ip = certain constants (moments of inertia for warping 
of the cross sections. Note that by substituting Eqs. 7 and 8, the differential 
equations for the direct solution of circular thin-walled bars are obtained. 

For thin-walled bars, the conjugate analogy is generally valid, as for mas
sive barf. The boundary conditions for displacements and rotations are, of 
course not sufficient at thin-walled bars, and the conditions for the specific 
angle of twist, kz (or for the yalue of K representing a warping section param
ete1', at closed profiles) also apply. Howe,·cr, this fact does not restrict the 
validity of conjugate analogy! U kz is prescribed in a certain section, the only 
consequence is that the load, Pz, on the conjugate bar is also prescribed. The 
boundary conditions for bi-moments'( warping moments) affect only the solu
tion of Eqs 23 through 26 and not thcdetermination of the conjugate structure. 
However, the hinged bar schemes in Table 2 are not satisfactory in this case, 
because the sections may warp, i.e., do not remain plane, The conjugated 
bars, of course, need not be regarded a51 thin-walled bars, because at conjugate 
bars only the equilibrium equations (Eqs. ~ and 4) come into play, which is 
the same for massive bars. 

Elastic Constraints. Supports, and ConlieciiOlls.-In this case, it is neces
sary to introdu~e also the relationship betwee!L the relative rotajions, iP (i)' 
and moments, M( i), or relative displacements, u( i), and forces, S( i)' occur
ring in them (e.g., ib x ( i) =c Mx(i) , etc.). 

Inelastic Material.-The conjugate analogy has been derived without intro
ducing the stress-strain law and is therefore independent of it and holds true 
for linearly elastic as well as for nonlinear and inelastic bars. 
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For a nonllnearly elastic material, Eqs. 18 to 25 may be kept valld wUh the 
only difference being that the modull E and G are not constant but can be re
garded as values that depend on internal forces or deformations. The same 
holds for partly plasticized sections. For viscoelastic material, the constants 
E and G (or C) have to be replaced by the corresponding time-differential 
operators for creep and their initial i!ondittons, or by the corresponding 
Volterra's time-integral operators, so that Eqs. 18 to 25 eventually become 
differential or integral equations. In the range of completely plastic sections 
(plastic hinges), instead of Eqs. 18 to 25 the conditions of plasticity for inter
nal forces apply (e. g., M "' MulUmate), while the de for m a tl 0 n 8 are 
indeterminate. 

ANALYSIS OF CONJUGATED STRUCTURES 

Consider a n-times statically indeterminate beam or structure in which 
connections (joints) of only two bars occur (e.g., continuous beams, simple 
frames). Because the number of degrees of freedom in rotation or displace
ment prevented by the external supports enlarges the static indeterminacy 
and, conversely, the number of degrees of freedom in rotation or displacement 
permitted by the internal connections reduces the static indeterminacy, it may 
be stated that the conjugate structure must be n-times kinematically indeter
minate (i.e., of form). This follows from the fact that the number- of degl'ees 
prevented by the supports and the number of degrees of freedom permitted by 
connections, mutually cOl-respond [Figs. 2(c), 2(d), 3(c), 3(d). and3W}. 
As a special case, from this statement the result Is Ulat a statically deter
minate structure has for its conjugate a statically determinate structure 
[Figs. 2(a), 2(b), 3(a), 3(b), and 3(g) ]. 

For the structure with multiple joints, in which more than two bars are 
meeting, the latter statement makes no sense on the whole, but il can be all-

. plied for each bar circuit cut off from the actual structure. By cutting off the 
redundant beams at multiple joints, the static indeterminacy of the actual 
structure decreases eventually to a structure indeterminate of form; and the 
static (or kinematic) Indeterminacy of the separate conjugate structure by the 
same number increases, or decreases, respectively. 

U the deformation of a redundant structure is to be computed, whlIe Its in
ternal forces distribution is known (and checked), first the givell sh'ucture 
should be reduced to a primary statically determinate system, because the 
redundant deformation conditions may be disregarded, necessarily having been 
fulfilled. This is usually donefor continuous beams,thedeformaUons of which 
are calculated on a primary system of simply supported one-span beams 
[Figs. 2(b) and 3(b)]. 

Note that lor a structure made of thinwalled bars with sections that may 
warp, the statical indeterminacy, as used herein. concerns only the number of 
components of internal forces, M and 5, which are not determined by equilib
rium conditions, and does not concern the analySiS of deformation and stress 
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distribution in the sections (w!lich itself is, -infinite times," static:llly 
indeterminate ). 

STRESS ANALYSIS OF REDUl\'Dfu"lT STRUCTURES 

The redundant compatibility (deformation) conditions of tht' actual statically 
indeterminate structure have [or their conjuf?;ate counterparts the equilibrium 
conditions of the conjugate kinematically (of form) indeterminate structure. 
This property may serve as a check for the correctness of the internal force 
distribution, if it has been computed previously by another method. It may 
also be used to compute the internal force distribution directly, i.e., the stat
ically indeterminate quantities. Then the equations of the force (flexibility) 
method are obtained as equilibrium conditions of the conjugate structure. For 
a structure with multiple joints (Fig. 4), of course, the condition of equal val
ues of internal forces in the same sections in all possible conjugate structures 
corresponding to various bar circuits has to be used. 

The conjugate analogy may also be used only partly and with the help of it, 
only the flexibility coefficients of the primary (lJasic) statically determinate 
system (which has for its conjugate, a statically determinate structure) in the 
sense of chosen redundant quant ities determined; while the equat ions of the 
force method are written as compatibility conditions of the given structure. 
This is the matter of a different approach only; mathematically it is the same. 

In the first procedure, however, in equilibrium conditions of the conjugate 
kinematically indeterminate stn;ctur~, the usc of all rules of statics can be 
made, and the equations can often be obtained in a more simple form corres
ponding to a system of partly or entirely orthogonal redundant quantities, i.e., 
in the form of a selection of reduad:llli quantities, for which nondiagonal flex
ibility coeffiCients are at least partly zero. 

For the special case of a pl~nf' structure this method is identical with the 
well-known area-moment met hod as well as wit h its further improve
ments. 6,16,17,18 Theohtainedequations forthe statically indeterminate Ql.lan
tilies must be identical, of course, with the equations of the force method 
(flexibility method, method of least work) obtain<:;d by another method (e.g., 
from the principal of v:rtual work). 

EXAMPLES OF S01\1E CONJUGATE STRUCTURES 

To demonstrate the results of this method, certain types of structul·es will 
now be examined. The conjugate for a horizontally curved beam (or a beam 
with broken axis) and loaded vertically is an arch beam loaded radially and 
tangentially (Fig. 5)-an an:h loaded in )ts plane, in fact-and vice versa [Fig. 
3(d)]. The vertical deflection of a horizontally curved clastic beam (Fig. 5) is 
equal to tile bendin~ momcnt at the conjusated arch beam loaded in its plane 
with Mx/E J x ill thc direction perpcndicubr to the beam axis and with M,,jG.Tk 
in the direction tang:entiz,l to the beam axis. A reciprocal statement is that the 
vertical deflection of a vertically loaded plane arch [Fig. 3(d)) equals the bend
ing moment about the vertic:d axis at the conjug:\Ce curved beam loaded trans
versely by MJE J x . For the special case of a straight beam, the well-known 
conjugate beam method is obtained [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b»). Note that up to 1966, 
this method was presented in textbooks only in a plane; e.g., in Fig. 3(a), the 
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conju~ate cantilever with loads, p., was rotated about Its axis to a vertical 
plane. A plane nonvectorial formulation is posslble only in certain sl mple cases 
and this is the reason why the general conjugate analogy method has been used 
until this time. The conjugate for a can til eve r-slraight, ~ul"ved, 01' with 
broken axis-is a cantilever that is fixed at the free end of the given beam and 
free at the fixed end [Figs. 3(a) and 3(e)]. 

• r b c 

;f\ l\ I 
AI 

tB tc 
b 

• 

R 

FIG. 5.-I!OHIZONTALLY CUilVED DEAM SOLVED 
IN EXAMPLE 2 (PI,AN AND FHONT VIEWS AND 
CONJUGATE LOADS) 

The conjugate for a one-span beam, supported at one end by a uniaxial 
hinge (edge) and at the other end by a vertical hilll~ed hal' (Fig. 2(b) I, is a on('
span beam that is supported by a horizontal hinged \Jar and vertical uniaxial 
hinge, respectively. 

The conjugate for a continuous beam-straight-horizontally curved, or with 
broken axis-supported by point supports, ib the beam point-supported only at 
the end, with spherical hinges in place of the intermediate supports. The con-
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distribution in the sections (which itself is, "infinite times," statically 
indeterminate ). 

STRESS ANALYSIS OF REDUl\'Dfu'\lT STRUCTURES 

The redund:lnt compatibility (deformat ion) conditions of tht' actual statically 
indeterminate structure ha ve for their conjugate counterparts the ('quilibrium 
conditions of the conjugate kinematically (of form) indeterminate structure. 
This property may serve as a check for the correctness of the internal force 
distribution, if it has been computed previously by another method. It may 
also be used to compute the internal force distribution directly, i.e., the stat
ically indeterminate quantities. Then the equations of the force (flexibility) 
method are obtained as equilibrium conditions of the conjugate structure. For 
a structure with multiple joints (Fig. 4), of course, the condition of equal val
ues of internal forces in the same sections in all possible conjugate structures 
corresponding to various bar circuits has to be used. 

The conjugate analogy may also be used only partly and with the help of it, 
only the flexibility coefficiems of the primary (lJasic) statically determinate 
system (which has for its conjugate, a statically determinate structure) in the 
sense of chosen redundant quantitie::> determined; while the equations of the 
force method are written as compatibility conditions of the given structure. 
This is the matterof a diffel'enl approach only; mathematically it is the same. 

In the first procedure, however, in equilibrium conditions of the conjugate 
kinematically indeterminate stn;ctur~, the use of all rules of statics can be 
made, and the equations can often be obi::tined in a more simple form corres
ponding to a sysiem of partly or entirely orthogonal redundant quantities, i.e., 
in the form of a selection of redundant quantities, for which nondiagonal flex
ibility coefficients are at least partly zero. 

For the special case of a pl~l1P structure this method is identical with the 
well-known area-moment method as well as with its further improve
ments. 6 ,16,17.18 The obtained equ:ltions fortlle statically indeterminate quan
tities must be identical, of course, with the equations of the force method 
(flexibility method, method of least work) obtain(;d by another method (e.g., 
from the principal of virtual work). 

EXAMPLES OF SOME CONJUGATE STRUCTURES 

To demonstrate the results of this method, certain types of structures will 
now be examined. The conju~ate for a horizont:!lly curved beam (or a beam 
with broken axis) :\lld loacled vertically is an arch beam loaded radially and 
tangent ially (Fig. 5 )-an an:h loaded in )ts plane, in fact-and vice versa [Fig. 
3(d)]. The vertical deflectiunof a horizontally curved elastic beam (Fig. 5) is 
equal to the bendin~ moment at thl' conjusated arch beam loaded in its plane 
with Mx/E Jx in the directiun perpendicular to the beam :!xis and with Mz/G ·Jk 
in the direction tangential to the beam axis. A reciprocal statement is that the 
vertical deflection of a vertically loaded plane arch [Fig, 3(d) 1 equals the bend
ing mOlllent about the verLic:d axis at the conjugate curved beam loaded trans
versely by MJE J x . For the special case of a straight beam, the well-known 
conjugate beam method is obtained (Figs. 3{a) and 31b)]. Note that up to 1966, 
this method was presented in textbooks only in a plane; e.g., in Fig. 3(a), the 
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conjugate cantile\'er with loads, p., was rotated about Its axis to a vertical 
plane. A plane nonvectorial formulation is possible only In certain sl mple cases 
and this is the reason why the general conjugate analogy method has been used 
until this time. The conjugate for a can tile v e r-straight, l'Ul"ved, or with 
broken axis-is a cantilever that is fixed at the free end of the given beam and 
free at the fixed end [Figs. 3(a) and 3(e»). 
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~.,! 

R 

FIG. 5.-HORIZONTALLY CUItVED DEAM SOLVED 
IN EXAMPI,E 2 (PLAN AND FHONT VIEWS AND 
CONJUGA TE LOADS) 

The conjugate for a one-span beam, supported at one end by a uniaxial 
hinge (edge) and at the other end by a vertical hinl~ed bar [Fig. 2(11)1, is a one
span beam that Is supported by a hOl'izGntal hinged LJar and vertical uniaxial 
hinge, respectively. . 

The conjugate ior a continuous beam-strair,ht-horizontally curved, or With 
broken axis-supported by point supports, i5 the l1eam point-supported only at 
the end, with spherical hinges in place of the intermediate supports. The con-
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jugate of its primary system consisting of one-span beams is represented 
again by a system of one-span beams, but with conjugate loads. If the actual 
continuous beam has intermediate spherical hinges (Gerber's girder), the con
jugate beam then has point supports in their place. If this beam has only two 
spans, then the conjugate structure is a three-hinged arch, and vice versa. 

The continuous beam, supported by horizontal uniaxial hinges, has for its 
conjugate a set of beams corresponding to separate spans that are connected 
together by horizontal hinged bars with the direction of original uniaxial hinges. 

The beam or frame that is restrained at both ends has for its conjugate a 
beam or kame that is freely situated without any support in the space [Fig. 
3 (d»). The conjugate of a horizontally curved two-hinged frame with horizontal 
uniaxial hinges at its feet is the same frame that is supported in the place of 
feet by one horizontal hinged bar in the direction of original uniaxial hinges. 

Example 2.-Consider now a statically determinate circular horizontal con
tinuous two-span beam, supported in three points (a, b, and c) and loaded ver
tically by a point load, P, in the middle of the span, ab (Fig. 5). Calculate the 
rotation 9aX at end, a, in a vertical plane given by the chord, ac. 

From the equilibrium conditions of the beam it follows that the support re
actions (according to Fig. 5) have the values 

and 

. ao . 3 
sm T sm 4" ao 

P ............... (27a) 
. ao . 

sm 2 sm Cio 

A 

C/o 
P 1 - cos T 

C = - '2 a ............... (27b) 
, o. 

sm T SIn ao 

B =. P - A - C .•.....•....•..•. (27c) 

The bending moments, Mx , in the vertical plane and the torsional moments, 
Mz , are 

O! 
- a o ~ J~ - 2

0
, M = AR sin (a + a), M = AR [1- cos(a + a)1 .• (28a) x 0 z 0 

a 
- -2

0 ~ a ~ 0, M = AR sin «('I + a) + PR Sin a •.•..• (28b) x 0 

Mz = AR [1 - cos (ao + a)] - PR [1 -cos (a20 + O!)] ..... (28c) 

and O~a~a ,M =CRsin(O! -a),M =-CR(l-cos(O! -a)1 ... (28d) o x o· z 0 

The conjugate structure is a three-hinged arch loaded radially by Mx/EJx and 
tangentially by Mz/GJk. From the moment equilibrium condition of this arch. 
abc, to the axis in the plane of arCh, perpendicular to the chord, ac, at the point 
c, there results 
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A _ ToI< _ R \ 1+ao Mx . ( ) d 
'i' - - 2 ',- -a EJ sm 0 0 - a a ~ ~ sin ao 0 x 

+~ ~ , 
+ La GJ [1 - cos (ao - a)] da \ .•..••.••.•. (29) 
ok, 

The Simplicity of this calculation is evident. For example, a direct solution 
of influence lines as deClection lines for horizontally curved iJeams and frames 
was given in a paper by the writer,21 in which, however, this analogy could 
speed up the solution. 

For a large raclius, R, and small central angle of individual spans, this 
beam with point support becomes inapplicable, because of the magnitude of the 
torsional moments and the instability for eccentric load in the limit case of a 
straight beam. It may also be noticed that for R tending to infinity, this solu
tion does not tend to a solution of a straight continuous beam, but to dUferent 
values. For instance, lim A = 12/32 P, but for a straight continuous beam, A 
= 13/32 P. 

p 

d-------~~------_4~--------~~-------~6 

FIG. 6 

The conjugate analogy is also valid for trusses (frameworks, lattices) made 
of bars with hinge joints and results in the well-known Mohr's method oC fic
titious loads used for determining their deflections with the help of funicular 
curves. Namely, in the truss in Fig. 6, the extension of chord member 12 
causes a rotation in joint 3 to which a horizontal panel load in joint 3 is con
jugated. Similarly, the extension of member 1 causes a relative vertical dis
placement between joints 2 and 3 to which a loading moment in the truss plane 
about the vertical axis or a couple of panel loads in joints 2 and 3, perpendic
ular to the truss plane, is conjugated. These conjugate loads, which are iden
tical with Mohr's fictitious loads, have to be applied to beam 03456, which is 

21 Bazant, Z. P., "Influence Lines of Horizontally Curved Bridges,· Slovakian Acad
<"illY of Science, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, Vol. XII, No.1, 1964, p. 18 (In Czech, with 
l',!'glish Summary). 
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conjugated with the bottom chord. (A strict procedure with cut off bar circuits 
is not advantageous in this instance.) 

CONCLUSIONS 

Besides the principle of virtual work and the direct solution of pertinent 
differential equations between deformations and toads, the conjugate analogy 
of the geometry of small deformations with equilibrium conditions, is a fur
ther general method for de t e r min in g the deformations of arbitrary bars, 
beams, and structures consisting of one-dimensional members. The defor
mations of the given structure are equal to the internal forces in the conjugate 
structure, Le., a structure with conjugate supports and connections under the 
action of conjugate load. 

Prnctical Use.-This analogy may serve for the computation of deforma
tions, deflection lines, and influence lines for the determination of flexibility 
coeffiCients of the primary system in the force method and also in formulation 
of stability problems. It is in many cases Simpler than other methods. Fur
thermore, it may also be used for determining the differential geometric equa
tions. Besides simple plane beams,frames,and girder grillages, this analogy 
is especially useful for laterally loaded arches and frames, helicoidal beams, 
and for horizontally curved beams and frames that are rather important in 
highway bridge design. 

If a general computer program for the calculation of the internal force 
distribution in a certain statically determinate structure is available, it may 
serve simultaneously for the computation of deformations of the conjugate 
structure as well as of all redundant structures, the primary system of which 
this conjugate structure represents. 

APPENDIX. -NOTATION 

The following symbols are us~d in this paper: 

ar,as and or,os :: components of reaction forces and reaction moments which 
can ue transmitted by the support or connection = prevented 

C (i) 
E,G 

F,FX,Fy 

directions of displacement and axes of rotation; 
concentrated loading couple (moment); 
tensile and shear moduli; 
area of cross section and reduced areas for determining the 
shear deformation; 

= prinCipal centroidal moments of inertia of section; 
= moment of inertia in pure (simple) torSion; 
:: polar moment of inertia of section and moments of inertia 

due to warping; 
it,kx,ky,kl. vector of change of curvature of axis of bar due to deforma

tion and its components bending curvatures and specific 
angle of twist; 
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internal monunt vector In the section and Its components, 
bending moments about the x,y axes and torsional moment 
(torque) about the tangent, Zj 

axial \'ector of specific moment load and its componentsj 

N = vector of normal force; 
na,na number of degrees of freedom In displacement or In rota

tion prevented by the support or connectionj 
P(i) concentrated (point) loads; 

P,Px,Py,Pz vector of specifiC load and its components; 
R radius of curvature of bar (before loading); 
r = radius vector of the axis of bar, r=r(s); 
S = vector of internal force In the section, S = if + N; 
s = length of the axis of barj 

T,Tx,Ty = shear force and its components; 
ii,ux,uy.!,.uz = vector of displacement and its components; 

v(i) = relative displacement in elastic (nonrigid) connections or 
supports; 

X,Y,z = local cartesian coordinate system in the section of bar 
(right-handed); 

z tangent to the axIs of bar; 
Y.Yx,Yy 

r,E 
(),t!>x,9y,9z 

= shear angle and its components; 
= specific elongation of bar in its axis; 

vector of rotation of the cross section and its components 
about the axes x, y, K; 
relative rotation in elastic (nonrigid) connections or re
straints, plastic hinges, etc.; 

)t = quantities concerning the conjugate structure, i.e" p., M t, 
T)t, etc.; 
scalar product of two vectors, e.g., Mo • or; and 
vector product of two vectors, e.g., It x r, 

• = 
x 
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de[I!~<:ti'.'~l.:::; (Io:dbility methods (s{ructural); frames; illlluonce Jincls; stI'uctural 

~~.!~~~~~-g 
ABSTHACT: A thoorem of conjlllpto an;tlllgy Is derived wh!ch geneI'ali7.cs the \\'oll
kno\\"n conjugate berlin nlcthod for bal's, bcarllst and structures c(Jnsistin~ of ono
dimensional membors of :II'bltl'ar.\' shap" (including curved bars) and with al'hitrary 
Sllpports, c"nnoctions, awl joints (inclllding nonrigid ones), It also applics to thin
w~lled h:Il'S, for ten>l{on ~nd shear, and [or inclastic matol'ials, It develops from the 
~n:lloIW het.weon the goometry o[ small deformations and tho cquilihl'ium cOlHliti?1l 
which Is I'l'oi'cntcd In vectorial Intc~ral Corm. This analogy permIts the d"ternllnation 
of deformations, deflcclloll lines, influence lines, flexibility coefficients, as well as 
diffe:-clltial rebtion:; bot\\'oen deformations aecoI'ding to the O'luilibrium conditions of 
thc conju~ato structul'" which Is obtained by replacing al! supports and cOimoctions 
with their conJugatols and 10;"lod by conjugato loads (corrosponding to curvature 
changes, oxtenslons and shear angles at deformation). 
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ZDENEK P. BAZANT. 26 -The writer wishes to thank Mavis fQr his valuable 
addition to the survey of the literature, concerning the papers of Hardy 
Cross on virtual work, column analogy, and moment distribution. In these 
papers, Cross pointed out several aspects of the conjugate analogy and some 
of his ideas, e.g., column analogy, became widespread and significantly in
fluence further development. For a more general and compact formulation, 
however, the vector (or matrix) formulation is unavoidable. 

The writer does not claim that his survey of the literature is complete. 
Many additional sources may be found in the works cited, especially by 
Schleicher.5 In this connection the writer also wishes to thank Lared027 for 
his note alluding to the book by Gheorghiu,2B in which many special cases of 
analogy of frames and arches are treated (in a way similar to that of Dasek('); 
also, a vector static analogy for the differential equation of the deflection 
line of a plane bar without shears is quoted. We emphasize, however, that 
for general treatment, the integral rather than differential formulation is 
necessary, and the analogy of supports is the main problem. Many importa.nt 
cases of analogy were also introduced by Baron and Michalos. 29 
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M. Z. COHN,9 M. ASCE.-Gerstle's interest in the paper and his com
ments concerning Assumption 6 are appreciated. 
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2B Gheorghiu, A" "Conjugate Systems in Structural AnalysiS," Editura Technica, 

3ucharest, Rumania, 1957 (in Rumanian). 
2!l Baron, F., and Michalos, J. p" "Laterally Loaded Plane Structures and Struc

tures Curved In Space," Proc, Scp, No, 51, ASCE, Vol. 77, Jan., 1951. 
cJune, 1966. by ;\1. Z. Cohn (Proc. Paper 4850). 
9 Prof. of Civ. Engrg" Vniv. of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont., Canada. 
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The method described in the paper implies that possible modes of col
lapse are restricted to individual span:" Fil£s. l(b) and l(c). While Assumption 
6 has been adopted as a matter of convenience it is probably acceptable for 
the assumed modes of collapse. For collapse schemes involving more than 
one span, Assumption 6 becomes questionable. 

From the theoretical point of view, Ger~tle's remark is justified whenever 
mechanisms as in Fig. 9 (Le., with two or more spans collapsing), can 
actually occur. However, it is doubtful that such mechanisms may become 
critical in practice, at least when the jOi;lt between the girder and the sup
porting corbel is monolithic or when the dead load is high enough to eliminate 
the negative moments in spans. '. 

Indeed, in the first case a rigid rotation of the segment kj about support 
section 10 (Fig. 9) is prevented either by the torsional stiffness of the support
ing corbel, or by the longitudinal bending stiffness of the column on line 10. 
It is more likely that girders built monolithically with their corbels and 
supporting columns will collapse in the modes sketched in Fig. 1 rather than 
in that of Fig. 9. 

On the other hand, Eqs. 2 and 6 and Figs. 5 to 7 indicate that to have 
negative plastic hinges in spans, a jWL2 + b(~-) W L < O. Only for those sections 
for which this condition is satisfied can a negative plastic hinge occur. It is 
thus apparent that for some cases (large spans, small lifting loads) the posi
tive dead load moment may be in excess of the negative live load moment, 
wnich will make it impossible for a mechanism of the type in Fig. 9 to form. 

Validity of Assumptioil 6 is thus dependent on a realistic assessment of 
possible collapse modes and correspondi.ng limit criteria for the typical 
crane girders studied in the paper. It is. believed that the investigation of 
actual mechanism failures of a sufficient number of small-scale models 
reproducing the main parameters in crane girders design could offer a sound 
basis for checking the assumptions adopted. It is hoped that a better knowledge 
of actual failure modes and of corresponding limit criteria will contribute 
to developing further the method described in the paper. 
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